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The culmination of any departure from school, until this year, has been a 
constant in the lives of millions of people; revision – examinations – relief 
– celebration – waiting – results – next steps. This was true for all the staff 
who have taught you, along with the thousands who have passed through 
this school before you. But then came your year. Wow! 

 

The events you have witnessed and continue to be a part of are world 
changing. Living through historic moments stay with you and should be 
recalled and remembered with a sense of pride; ‘I was there’ ‘I saw it hap-
pen’ ‘that was my year it happened to’. Whatever has happened should 
not define you; it is what you do with the opportunities that present 
themselves because of this time, that need to be embraced and looked 
forward too. So many of you have achieved so much during you time at 
Ercall Wood. You have become the best ‘you’. You have become young 
people who make your parents proud; your school proud and most im-
portantly you have make yourselves proud. The decisions you make to 
challenge yourselves; support others and enjoy what life offers are truly 
inspiring. The opportunities life can offer are out there; your qualifica-
tions are not the road map to the future but they are often the ticket to 
the next stage; they give you the ‘fast pass’ to move on,  and it is a roller-
coaster; the last 3 months have shown us that in rainbow technicolour!  

 

Remember, to get on and be successful is down to you (and sometimes 
with a little help  from ‘Lady Luck’) but ultimately and in the words of 
someone we all knew well, you should never look back with regrets and 
be a ‘Shoulda; Woulda; Coulda!’ 

 

All the best to the Unique Class of 2020  

 

Miss Athawes 
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Key stage 4  pastoral lead 
Good Luck Class of 2020 

Dear Year 11, 

It has been an honour and privilege to watch you all grow from little people 

into fine young adults.  

I can’t believe time has gone so quickly, as they say time flies when you are 

having fun. I have so many fond memories: trips, Sports days, Wrekin walks, 

Halloween disco, Enterprise, Arthog and the list would continue.  Now we 

mention Arthog, it was the best and most tiring week I have ever experi-

enced. The girls next door may have had something to do with that! 

I would like to thank the prefect team, you worked so hard and were dedi-

cated to making change to the school. I know in the final few months you 

would have continued to make head way. 

Also a massive shout out to your tutors! They have been absolutely amazing 

and I know so many of you have had great times in your form groups.   

I am going to miss seeing your faces come September, you were and will al-

ways have a special place in my heart. If you ever need anything, don’t ever 

hesitate to make contact.  

 

The Year of 2020 

The year when you were quarantined! 

You are amazing. 

You are unforgettable. 

You are unstoppable  

                                        Mrs Morley-Addison 

Well year 11– What a year! 

It has been my absolute pleasure to get to know you all since September. 

I have been so impressed by your maturity and resilience  in dealing with the  

abrupt  end to your last year her at Ercall Wood. 

I have no doubt you will all go on to do amazing things in the future. 

Wishing you all the very best in the future. 

 

Mrs Rutter 
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Mr Smithson 
11 Red 

Dear 11 Red, 

  

Well where do I start?  

This has to be the strangest way to finish your school life but I suppose it will be memorable and your year 
group will go down in history as the first year group to not take any exams!  

It only feels like yesterday when I welcomed you into Ercall Wood in year 7. I remember going through your 
planner and you all looking at me not saying a word, apart from Maddie of course. Even Zeeshan and Cal-
lum we’re sitting quietly which was a rarity. Kyle would soon pipe up and start pointing at me and start a 
debate about trump or something. I used to love our first form room up in SEN and I still walk past it and 
think of that time we had together. I’ve got so many memories that I’ll take with me forever and always 
make me smile. I’ll never forget playing catchphrase and Alicia shouting out ‘thorn in the arse’. Just bril-
liant. Sahrish’s rap in year 8 that was just hilarious. Loved the effort you put into sportsday’s and you were 
all so generous with charity days. I hope you look back at our form time and smile. Think of moody Smith-
son and remember my values that I hopefully instilled into you. Look smart, be respectful, be prepared and 
set yourself high standards. If you keep to these then you won’t go far in life. You might not believe this but 
I feel very lucky to have such a nice form and I do mean that. I’m so proud of all of you and if you ever 
need anything please email me on will.smithson@taw.org.uk depending on who emails me I’ll try and 
help, haha.  

Anyway, I’ll hopefully see you very soon.  

 

Take care, Mr Smithson 

mailto:will.smithson@taw.org.uk
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Will Bradley Harry Campbell Kyle Cunningham Rosie Fordham 

Lewis Garbett Ellouise Gill Callum Greenway Jamie Hireson 

Faiza Khan Janzaib Khan Zaynab Khan Zeeshan Khan 
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Nelija Kozlovska Abigail  Sahrish Mehmood Holly Morgan 

Alex Pardoe Maddison  

Richardson 

Jacob Ryder Daanish Sarfraz 

Hadden Shirley Anna Steventon Kinga Toth Alicia Turrell 
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Miss Hayman 
11O 

 

Miss Hayman 11 Orange 
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Jessica Barnes Tori Boddison Ella Chatterton Amber Clay 

Melissa Cotterill Libby Eaves Ella Ferneyhough George Foulkes 

Jessica Godbold Katelyn-Louise  

Griffiths 

Luke Hughes Daniel Knussen 
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Momadou Leigh Millie Lockley-Seed Sam Minor Tyler Morgan 

Baylee Neal Wade Nicholas Alix Tomlinson Alasdair Turnbull 

Jasmine Watts Nitasha Younis Melika Zaheer Julita Zmudzinska 
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Mrs Bowater & Mr Sayce 
11 Yellow 

A message for Year 11: 

I can honestly say that the last two days before lockdown began were great fun for me as 
a drama teacher as I got to spend some real quality time with you lot. You were enthusias-
tic (without exception), calm (almost without exception) and an absolute joy. But it wasn’t 
just that last few days! You have been the back-bone of my drive to establish Drama at Er-
call Wood. You have been in all the productions. You have been a constant presence in 
the Department. You have smiled when I needed a smile, and worked when I needed you 
to buckle down. To say I will miss you in September is an under-statement.   

So to all my drama lovelies – Keep safe. Look after yourselves and those you love. Please 
stay in touch and share all your successes. I would love to see you now and then. 

And keep being dramatic!                    Miss B. 

 

 

Goodbye year 11, you have been a fab form to be with for the past four years. All of you 
have been fantastic, whether you have been with us from the start or welcomed in later in-
to the school journey, you have become a great and well rounded young adults. I could not 
wish to have had a kinder, funnier, more straight-talking, helpful, amazingly (and reluctant-
ly) sporty form that are always 100% always on time… Thank you for being my first form, 
each and every one of you. It has been a pleasure and a privilege to say that 8, 9, 10 and 
11 Yellow are my form, you will be missed. Good luck for everything in the future and have 
fun! Mr. Sayce 
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Muhsin  

Abdulrahman 

Alistair Barnes Oluwasemilore 

Benjamin 

Harvey Espley 

Zoe Flegg Lauren Hammond Zaira Hussain Aleena Joji 

Riley Male Bartosz Malinowski Adam May Kayleigh Perks 
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Katarzyna  

Piaskowska 

Oliwia Piegza Joshua Price Marcel Rapa 

Jack Sanders Tayyiba Sarfaraz Ellissa Scott Ibrahim Surfraz 

Roma Tranter Kayleigh Watkins Leah Wilkins 
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Mrs Bastow 
11 G 

My Dear 11 Green, what a strange finish to your secondary school studies!!! None of us 
would have thought we would have this situation last year, it feels like some weird futuristic 
movie. 

I have watched you arrive in year 7 all shy, small and worried (well, some of you) but also 
excited about starting the “big” school. Over the 5 years you have grown and matured 
(most of you) into well rounded young adults and I think overall we all had some good and 
fun times together. I think we have learnt a lot from each other and some of us built really 
close student-teacher relationships. 

I wish you all the best in your life and future. 

Make sure all of your dreams come true and never give up on yourselves or on your 
dreams and ambitions. 

Good luck for the future, Mrs Bastow” 
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Sophie Arnold Katie Cooper Callum Corbett Rhian Cosh 

Rebekah Crooke Luke Darrall Sulyman Deen Shane Eagleton 

Jack Earl Rhianna Eccleston Charlie Watkins Kieran Grant 
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Tommy Harris Katie Holbrook Benjamin Jones Cameron Leonard 

Honey Leonard Chloe Mann Katie Marshall Benjamin 

Millington 

Jack Richardson Matthew Rogers Fatou Samb Kieran Shaw 
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Also featuring… 

 

• Harvey Farrington Reynolds 
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Hi guys!  

Hope you are all well. My goodness, where have the last five years gone? It seems like no 

time at all that we all (or nearly all of us) met for the first time and I was welcoming you to 

Ercall Wood. Then we welcomed some more of us.  

It has been a pleasure and a privilege to have known you and to call you my tutor group 

since Year 7. To have seen you grow, develop and mature over the years has been won-

derful. I have always told my tutees that “we are all good at something” and you have 

proved me right. Your various talents have amazed me, whether they have been sporting, 

musical, literary, mathematical, scientific or in any other fields. Your willingness to give up 

your free time to participate in extra-curricular activities has been extraordinary. Your com-

passion and care for others has also been inspirational – remember winning the anti-

bullying poster twice? 

I shall remember you all, for various reasons, and I wish you all the best for the future. 

Your achievements at Ercall Wood have been impressive but I know that this is just the be-

ginning for you and there will be even better things ahead for you.  

Best wishes, 

Mrs Purser. 

Mrs Purser & Mrs 
Evans 
11 Blue 
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Emily Adams Thierry Allen Megan Baxter Kieran Campbell 

Jason Davies Thomas Edwards Kitty Gibson Samuel Hall 

Bruce Hooper Mia Houlston Shahzaib Hussain Jennifer Lecrivain 
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Hubert Litwin Brandon Martin Harley Mathers Paige McKay 

Rebecca Page Mia Penwright Alisha Shaheen Calvin Stacey-

Wallace 

Djalece Luke Wallace Xyra  Yasin Zarroug 
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Also Featuring…….. 

 

• Sherif Abdul Rahman Abdul Karim 
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Mrs Jones 

11P 

Dear 11 Purple 

 

You have been the best tutor group I have ever had in my teaching career. You are all 
amazing, kind and supportive as a team.. I have always been so proud that you have taken 
part in activities and charity events when asked to. 

Your attendance to school really showed with the amount of times we won the best attend-
ance award, so you should all be very proud of your dedication to your school work. You 
are all stars and I will miss you all very much. I wish you all the very best for your future. 

Mrs Jones 
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Mollie Amos Thomas Bradford Olivia Bridgwater Jacob Brooks 

Olivia Broome Jensen Carter Cameron Clemson Jamie Cooper 

Alice Eley James Jones Hannah Lloyd Harry McNulty 

Jones 
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Courtney Morris 

McGlynn 

Igor Omelanski Eryk Oraczewski Jacob Pike 

Ethan Popplewell Esandi Sillva Matthew Stokes Clarke Uzzell 

Kavindu 

Walisinghe 

Megan Warner Emilia White Lily Williams 
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Also featuring… 

• Nawaratu Abdul Mumin 
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Hello 11T members, 

I cannot believe that this is your final year and am really sad that we have been una-
ble to say ‘good bye’ properly. I am really proud of each and everyone of you; we have 
worked together no matter what! I have enjoyed greeting you each morning and shar-
ing time with you – even in ‘Life Skills’ despite always dreading the thought before-
hand! Then the many Sports Days when, despite not being a sporty class (me nei-
ther!), you all joined in and did your best. Remember those 5,000 metres that no-one 
wanted to do, but the brave stepped forward!- Oh, and me chasing the ones who had 
dodged into the ice-cream queue! 

You also did all the extras I asked you to do- the Charity Collections, the Memory 
Tree, the Recycling Project . . . Plus our register monitors, Wise-Up monitors . . .  

Will miss you all terribly. Do keep in touch! Have fun! And come to the prom. 

Best Wishes, 

Mrs J 

 

 

 

I have loved every minute of watching you grow and mature in to the fine young adults 
you are becoming. For some of you, it has sometimes been a rocky path with a few 
pot holes along your journey and, although we have not had the end to year 11 we 
would have chosen, you can all hold your heads up high and be proud of how mature-
ly and respectfully you have acted over recent months. I will sincerely miss seeing you 
all every morning and your ‘have a lovely day Miss’ attitude. Keep safe, stay in touch 
and all the best for the future. When we work hard, we can achieve great things. 

Mrs Marston-Jones 

 

 

 

 

Mrs Jennings &  

Mrs Marston Jones 

11T 
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Lily Swift-Jones Charlie Beech Emilia Corr Jake Eaves 

Emily Kirkham Uzma Kouser Saheed Mahmood Aidan Mallet 

Tayla-Rose Green Amber Hume McKenzie Jefferies Iman Khatoon 
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Adam Massey Ethan McCabe Louise McElroy Courtney Moreton 

Matthew Morris Abbey Owen Jones Mckenzie –Paige Abbie Pritchard 

Oliver Ruck James Salter Conall Stafford 
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A 

 

 

Also featuring… 

 

• Michal Bandy 

• Joshua Barclay 

• Kaitlyn Pates 



 Head Student: Ella Chatterton                          Deputy Head student: Xyra Van der merwe 
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Year 11 Prefect Team 

 Sophie Arnold 

Honey Leonard 

Courtney Morris-

McGlynn 

Alasdair Turnbull 

Katie Marshall 

Jacob Ryder 

Katie Cooper 

Kitty Gibson 

Maddison Richardson 

Jack Richardson 

Jamie Hireson 

 

Djalece Van der merwe 

Hadden Shirley 

Benjamin Jones 

Jasmine watts 

Olivia Bridgwater 

George Foulkes 

Emilia White 

Zaira Hussain 

Zoe Flegg 

Cameron Leonard 

Alix Tomlinson 

Chloe Mann 

 

Will Bradley 

Zaynab Khan 

Louise Mcelroy 

Kavindu Walisinghe 

Oluwasemilore Benjamin 

Emily Adams 

Rebekah Crooke 

Jake Eaves 
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Thanks for the memories... 
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Arthog 
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Thanks for the memories... 



 

 



 

 


